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INNOVATION DAY 2019 - AGENDA

Agenda - Tuesday, April 2
8:00am Registration and Innovation Hub

9:00am Welcome Address: Leading in Digital Transformation - Joe Craparotta - Schneider Electric

9:15am Keynote: Extreme Customer Centricity In A Networked World - Nancy Rademaker

10:15am Morning Tea

10:45am A Hybrid IT world: the advantages, the challenges and the ongoing evolution of the Data Centre environment + case studies - Andrew Kirker, Schneider Electric, plus guest 

speakers

11:30am Digital Evolution: Dare to Disrupt! - Gus Balbontin – Former Executive Director and CTO of  Lonely Planet

12:30pm Networking Lunch and Innovation Hub Tours (all afternoon from 12.30pm)

12:30 - 1:30pm Colo Club lunch at QT (by invitation)

STREAM 1

What’s New for Schneider Electric

STREAM 2

Environmental Applications

STREAM 3

Hear from your Industry Peers

STREAM 4

The Future of Built Environments

1:00pm Data Centre Cooling – where are we 
going?
Maurizio Frizziero, Director, Cooling Product 
Management & Pankaj Pathak, Cooling 
Business Development, East Asia & Pacific

The Digitisation of Power Distribution
Samuel Coupel, GM Marketing - Offer & 
Channel and David Kidd, EcoStruxure Power 
Global Deployment Leader

Murdoch University - EcoStruxure IT  
in Education
Louis Grynfeltt, Murdoch University IT 
Officer - Discipline of  Information Technology, 
Mathematics & Statistics

The Future of Work
Natalie Slessor, Lendlease General Manager

1:30pm Innovation in 3 Phase UPS technology 
and energy storage
Jason Deane, UPS National Subject Matter 
Expert

Multi Cloud: The new Normal for IT
David Siroky, Director, Solutions Engineering, 
Infrastructure Solutions Group, Dell EMC

A Customer story: Designing for 
Outcomes
Dominic Lauten, Caspiral Engineering &  
Ras Jayawickrama, Specifier Channel Manager

The Digital Hospital: How can Collaboration Help 
to Create Connected Hospitals?
Val Jovevski, Health Segment Lead

2:00pm Emerging opportunities for Data 
Centres to lead New Energy 
Innovations
Victor Dunand, Energy Management Solutions 
Architect

Cybersecurity - At the Edge
Peter Clissold, Senior Cybersecurity Consultant

CDC - Building the National Critical 
Infrastructure Ecosystem
Greg Boorer, CDC CEO

Intelligent Building Solutions for Retail 
Laetitia Odini, Retail Chain Segment Manager &  
George Das, Global Solution Architect Retail Segment

2:30pm Connected Electrical Distribution 
Switchgear
Quentin Leddet, Power Breakers Offer 
Manager & Samuel Coupel, GM Marketing - 
Offer & Channel

Digital Evolution of Industrial IoT
Jacek Krutak, Digital Services Director

Mainfreight - Building the Robust 
Foundations for Global Growth
Richard Daldy, Mainfreight Senior Engineer

How Digitisation is Delivering Better Hotel Guest 
Experience Whilst Improving Occupancy and  
Profitability   
Brendan Walker, Energy Management Hotel Solution 
Architect

3:00pm Afternoon Tea and Innovation Hub Tours

3:30pm EcoStruxure™ IT: The New World of 
Edge Data Centre Management 
Andrew Sylvester, APJ Software Director 

Analytics and AI, Friend or Foe?  
The Ghost in the Machine
Karl Bourke, C&SP Account Director

iseek - The Complete Connectivity 
Experience
Jason Gomersall, iseek CEO

UPS/Generator Maintenance with Load Banks - 
ASCO 
Spilios Rigopoulos, ASCO BDM

4:00pm Micro DCs Live on the Edge
Adam Wilkinson, Secure Power Product 
Manager

Visualising Ubiquitous Data in a 
Merging IT and OT World
Paul Shepherd, Infrastructure Segment 
Director, AVEVA

Improve Reliability and Safety Design of MV 
Equipment 
Steven Trainer, Marketing Manager - Medium Voltage &  
Lukasz Staciwo, Digital Services Manager, Field Services - 
International Operations

4:45 - 5:45pm Secure Power Channel Awards (by invitation)

6:00pm - 7:00pm Cocktail Reception, Live Music and Innovation Hub
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Plenary Sessions
Welcome Address: Leading in Digital Transformation
Joe Craparotta, Schneider Electric

9:00am - 9:15am

The digital technology revolution is transforming our world and occurring at unprecedented 

speed. Over the past 20 years digital technologies have altered our lives and the business 

landscape in ways largely unimagined during the early days of  the Internet revolution; 

since 2000, more than half  of  the companies in the Fortune 500 have been disrupted out of  

existence. In this keynote, Schneider Electric will showcase how our technologies enable digital 

transformation designed to increase customer efficiency. 

Keynote: Extreme Customer Centricity in a Networked 
World
Nancy Rademaker

9:15am - 10:15am

In her keynote “Extreme Customer Centricity In A Networked World”, Nancy helps organisations 

grasp how ‘The New Normal’ – in which ‘digital’ has become the norm – has transformed 

our work environment into a dense network. She explains how this has changed customer 

behaviour and the speed of  the market, and how companies themselves need to become a 

network if  they want to survive. Above all, she shows how companies have to put the customer 

first if  they want to be successful - not just as a nice slogan, but as a rational program of  drastic 

change, in which processes and procedures have to be rethought from scratch: a program in 

which ‘digital’ plays a key role in order to give customers what they want in a warm and human 

manner.

A Hybrid IT world: the advantages, the challenges and 
the ongoing evolution of  the Data Centre environment
Andrew Kirker, General Manager – Data Centres, Schneider Electric

10:45am - 11:30am

Back in 2006, Cloud Computing didn’t even exist. Now it’s all about Edge. In 2018, around 10% 

of  enterprise-generated data was created and processed outside a traditional centralised data 

centre or cloud. By 2022, Gartner predicts this figure will reach 50%. What are the challenges 

of  this evolving structure and how does it impact the foundational layer of  the data centre? With 

Hybrid IT proving itself  to be the new norm, what innovative technologies can we expect to 

see that may change the infrastructure game yet again? Learn about the evolution of  the Data 

Centre in this presentation, with insights from guest speakers.

Digital Evolution: Dare to Disrupt!
Gus Balbontin – Motivational Speaker (Former Lonely Planet CTO)

11:30am - 12:30pm

Starting in the late 90’s and continuing for over a decade, TV, music, movies, newspapers, 

magazines, books and other media industry players endured a level of  disruption and change 

that had not been seen since the industrial revolution a few centuries earlier. It’s very likely that 

your industry and business is muscling through similar challenges right now. 

Gus will deliver a presentation focused on the adaptability required to chase an ever 

changing customer. These are lessons learnt over decades of  market disruption and business 

transformation in the media industry. His lessons are full of  common sense and easy to 

implement immediately. His presentation is relevant to all size businesses from all industries, 

private and public as it focuses on simple yet powerful concepts of  change, adaptability, 

transformation, technology and innovation and how we can easily forget the customer and focus 

our efforts on the business instead. Let Gus take you behind the scenes to understand what 

companies did right and wrong during these decades of  unparalleled change. The lessons 

he shares can be applied to all modern business and individuals facing market shifts and the 

relentless pace of  technology. 

He is candid and full of  energy. He will make you laugh hard and equally think deeply about the 

puzzles of  running a business. His common sense will disarm you and his practical approach 

will get you moving!
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Data Centre Cooling – 
where are we going?
Maurizio Frizziero, Director, 
Cooling Product Management  
& Pankaj Pathak, Cooling Business Development, East 
Asia & Pacific

1:00pm - 1:30pm

The top 6 challenges and opportunities in Data Centre Cooling:

• Designing with Economisers, is the new Base-Line

• High temperatures to maximise Economiser hours

• Data centres are getting Larger and Smaller 

• Design holistically and leverage technology 

• Energy standards are a challenge that drive equipment 

features

• New refrigerants are not greenwashing

Innovations in 3 Phase UPS  
technology and energy storage
Jason Deane, UPS National Subject Matter 
Expert

1:30pm - 2:00pm

In this interesting and informative presentation Jason will 

explain how to increase your site efficiency and make the most 

out of  your current infrastructure with the following innovations:

• Inverter technologies with the latest patented hybrid 

switching

• Operating modes and efficiency gains with ECONversion

• Lithium Ion energy storage; trends and benefits.

Emerging opportunities for  
Data Centres to lead New Energy 
Innovations
Victor Dunand, Energy Management  
Solutions Architect

2:00pm - 2:30pm

Growth in the IoT space and the roll-out of  5G networks are 

driving low-latency, closer to the end-user computing trends. 

This is pushing mission critical application to the Edge where 

network operations need to become more distributed and 

digitised to provide resilient, safe and efficient access to data 

and computing. 

Not unlike Australia’s energy networks that are facing a 

transitioning energy landscape where Distributed Energy 

Resources are burgeoning at the edge of  the grid in 

consumption centres and data centres should also be looking 

for new opportunities. Energy network sees the growth of  

Distributed Energy Resources as an opportunity to deliver 

cost-efficient, reliable and resilient electricity to consumers who 

take an active role in participating in Grid and Market activities. 

These consumers can be Prosumers and Microgrids.

Data centres are already rich in Distributed Energy Resources 

and most of  them can be considered as microgrids. 

The changing energy landscape provides new business 

opportunities at the intersection of  Data and Energy to support 

the roll-out of  distributed assets as well as enhance the existing 

installed.

Connected Electrical 
Distribution Switchgear
Samuel Coupel, GM Marketing 
- Offer & Channel &  
Quentin Leddet, Power Breakers Offer Manager

2:30pm - 3:00pm

Discover how innovation in LV electrical distribution, with 

wireless and digital solutions, can help you improve your power 

distribution systems efficiency and reduce outages.

EcoStruxure™ IT: The New World of  
Edge Data Centre Management
Andrew Sylvester, APJ Software Director 

3:30pm - 4:00pm

Learn how EcoStruxure™ IT, Schneider Electric‘s vendor-neutral 

cloud-based software and services, provides certainty in this 

connected world and enables IT and data centre professionals 

to successfully manage their new technology.

Micro DCs Live on the Edge
Adam Wilkinson, Secure Power Product 
Manager

4:00pm - 4:30pm

With the continuing growth and importance of  data at the edge 

of  the network, Micro DCs are solutions which can’t be ignored. 

STREAM 1: 

What’s New for Schneider Electric
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The Digitisation of  Power 
Distribution
Samuel Coupel, GM Marketing 
- Offer & Channel 
David Kidd, EcoStruxure Power Global Deployment 
Leader

1:00pm - 1:30pm

Discover how digital applications and IT/OT convergence in 

power management can make your facilities more reliable, safe 

and sustainable.

Multi Cloud: The new Normal for IT
David Siroky, Director, Solutions  
Engineering, Infrastructure Solutions Group, 
Dell EMC

1:30pm - 2:00pm

Hybrid IT Infrastructure delivers greater business agility, 

customer experiences,  and accelerates time to market. David 

Siroky will showcase Dell EMC’s cloud solutions that help build 

a cloud strategy in alignment with specific project goals and 

business vision.

Cybersecurity at the Edge
Peter Clissold, Senior Cybersecurity  
Consultant

2:00pm - 2:30pm

How does Schneider Electric help your organisation become 

more digital, while protecting your assets from cyber threats? 

With many organisations benefiting from increased connectivity, 

mobility and analytics, addressing cybersecurity requires an 

integrated lifecycle approach. Explore ways to protect your OT 

environment from cyber threats and discover how Schneider 

Electric’s approach to cybersecurity enables this digital 

transformation. 

Digital Evolution of  Industrial IoT
Jacek Krutak, Digital Services Director

2:30pm - 3:00pm

In this presentation you will discover some of  the latest trends 

such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, augmented 

and virtual reality within industrial and digital technologies. Find 

out how these technologies are evolving to become viable, 

and in some cases, indispensable elements of  the IT and OT 

solutions in businesses like yours. Learn how Schneider Electric 

is taking advantage of  these trends in our own factories and 

sites.

Analytics and AI, Friend or Foe?  
The Ghost in the Machine
Karl Bourke, Cloud and Services Account 
Director, Schneider Electric

3:30pm - 4:00pm

This session will provide an overview of  AI, how has it evolved 

and how it’s being used now. We’ll also cover the upcoming AI 

trends and predictions and its application in the DC industry.

Visualising Ubiquitous Data in a 
Merging IT and OT World
Paul Shepherd, Infrastructure Segment 
Director, AVEVA

4:00pm - 4:30pm

As the virtual line between Operational Technology (OT) and 

Information Technology (IT) continues to narrow and converge 

organisation’s are recognising that data needs to be harnessed 

and managed to extract maximum value. Learn how industries  

are dealing with the ubiquity of  data via a platforming 

methodology and how it can apply to specifically to hospitals.

STREAM 2: 

Environmental Applications
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Murdoch University -  
EcoStruxure™ IT in Education 
Louis Grynfeltt, Murdoch University IT  
Officer - Discipline of  Information  
Technology, Mathematics & Statistics

1:00pm - 1:30pm

In 2018, Murdoch University (Perth) took the next step towards 

digital evolution with the opening of  the IT Innovation Hub. 

The 2.6 million dollar facility is hosting a unique teaching 

environment built in partnership with industry technology 

experts. This presentation will describe the wide variety of  

technologies supporting this innovative teaching infrastructure. 

Covering our purpose-built student data centre and VR lab, the 

implementation of  digital teaching & collaboration tools, the 

usage of  a purpose-built student IoT deployment and more.

A Customer story:  
Designing for Outcomes
Dominic Lauten, Director at 
Caspiral Engineering  
& Ras Jayawickrama, Specifier Channel Manager

1:30pm - 2:00pm

Understand how technology and innovation incorporated from 

early design stages can be maintained through the tender 

process, to ensure the end customer achieves the outcomes 

they are wanting. We look at project examples, that help 

demonstrate a different approach from the traditional model.

CDC - Building the National Critical 
Infrastructure Ecosystem 
Greg Boorer, CDC CEO

2:00pm - 2:30pm

With sensitive data, critical applications and high level 

customers, Canberra Data Centres (CDC) require infrastructure 

and a connected ecosystem that is second to none. Hear from 

CDC’s CEO Greg Boorer about how they assure certainty for 

Australia’s most critical organisation.

Mainfreight - Building the Robust  
Foundations for Global Growth
Richard Daldy, Mainfreight Senior Engineer

2:30pm - 3:00pm

Mainfreight is a New Zealand founded transport company than 

came from paper based systems and has grown into an ‘end to 

end global logistics supplier’ which has a high reliance in the 

digital arena. 

iseek - The Complete Connectivity 
Experience 
Jason Gomersall, iseek CEO

3:30pm - 4:00pm

iseek is an Australian-owned, independent data storage 

provider focused on data storage, cloud & connectivity services 

with 20 years’ experience and presence in Brisbane, Sydney & 

Townsville. Find out how a Schneider Electric solution is helping 

their business.

STREAM 3: 

Hear from your Industry Peers
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The Future of  Work  
Natalie Slessor, Lendlease General  
Manager

1:00pm - 1:30pm

Committed to creating and delivering innovative and 

sustainable property and infrastructure solutions for future 

generations, Lendlease devises innovative workplace property 

solutions. Hear from them regarding some of  the trends for new 

commercial buildings.

The Digital Hospital: How can 
Collaboration Help to Create  
Connected Hospitals?
Val Jovevski, Health Segment Lead

1:30pm - 2:00pm

Schneider Electric will host a panel discussion with our 

customers and design consultants about the future of  modern 

healthcare. What does it look like? What new challenges will 

we face and how will digitisation and IoT change the way we 

improve the patient experience, reduce operating costs, and 

ensure a safe environment.

Intelligent Building  
Solutions for Retail 
Laetitia Odini, Retail Chain 
Segment Manager &  
George Das, Global Solution Architect Retail Segment

2:00pm - 2:30pm

Intelligent building solutions for retail markets are expected 

to have realised a revenue of  $10.2 billion in 2018. A well 

designed smart lighting or HVAC system can produce double-

digit energy savings for a store or building owner . Through the 

addition of  more advanced sensors, simple-to-install wireless 

technology, and cloud-based analytics, discover how retail 

businesses can more efficiently manage operations across their 

complex portfolio of  buildings.

How Digitisation is Delivering  
Better Hotel Guest Experience 
Whilst Improving Occupancy and  
Profitability  
Brendan Walker, Energy Management Hotel Solution 
Architect

2:30pm - 3:00pm

Technology is key to managing a guest’s experience at all 

stages of  a visit - from the moment they plan a trip to when they 

check in, are on the property, check out, and even after they 

have walked out the door.

UPS/Generator Maintenance with 
Load Banks - ASCO 
Spilios Rigopoulos, ASCO National  
Business Development Manager 

3:30pm - 4:00pm

Learn how to reduce your operating costs when doing the 

regular testing of  your critical equipment thanks to smarter load 

bank solutions from ASCO Power technologies.

Discover the main applications for load banks in data centres 

and hospitals.

Improve Reliability and 
Safety Design of  MV 
Equipment 
Steven Trainer, Marketing Manager - Medium Voltage & 
Lukasz Staciwo, Digital Services Manager, Field  
Services - International Operations

4:00pm - 4:30pm

With the increasing demand for energy, the reliability of  Medium 

Voltage electrical distribution installations becomes critical. 

Thanks to the addition of  IT connectivity on electrical assets, 

it allows a change in maintenance and planning strategy from 

reactive to condition based maintenance. Whether it is to 

improve people’s safety, production line availability, or extend 

equipment lifetime, securing your system and managing it 

wisely is key. 

This session will present how technology & software integration 

can help better manage these assets through Thermal and 

ambient monitoring, Remote control, Arc flash protection, 

Predictive services, Asset management cloud and analytics 

platform.

STREAM 4: 

The Future of  Built Environments


